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Dedham, MA Adding to its lineup of apparel brands, Legacy Place welcomes men’s clothing
company, State & Liberty. An industry leader in athletic fit menswear crafted from high-performance
fabrics, State & Liberty’s new shop at Legacy Place showcases its core collection of stretch blazers,
dress slacks, and suiting, expertly paired with its best-selling dress shirts. While the brand’s primary
focus is on professional attire, the store also offers a diverse selection of business casual wear,
athleisure attire, and golf apparel.

“Whether you’re seeking a wardrobe refresh for work, casual weekend styles, a special suit for
wedding season, or a great outfit for your next tee time, State & Liberty has it all. We’re thrilled to
welcome this brand to Legacy Place and know our guests will fall in love with its diverse collection of
high-quality clothing and personalized shopping experience,” says Suzanne Kelly, general manager
of Legacy Place.

State & Liberty is located next to Warby Parker and Polkadog Bakery at Legacy Place, 680 Legacy
Pl. 

It is open 10am - 8pm on Monday through Saturday and 11am - 6pm on Sunday. 

State & Liberty’s products are designed for a close-fitting, modern tapered appearance. The fabrics
used for each garment are stretch performance materials, boasting moisture-wicking and
wrinkle-free properties. It delivers a tailored fit without compromising comfort, maintaining a
polished, professional look. A go-to destination for special occasion suiting, State & Liberty is
dedicated to offering an unparalleled in-store experience, reminiscent of old-school retail. Shoppers
will be immersed in a laid-back luxury environment, featuring a lounge and open bar, where they can
be styled and fitted in true athletic fit, performance fabric clothing while enjoying exceptional
customer service.

“With the successful Boston store, State & Liberty is excited to expand their footprint in the Greater
Boston market. Legacy Place in Dedham presents an exciting opportunity for State & Liberty to be a
part of the Legacy Place community as well provide an accessible location for our customers south
of the city,” said Lee Moffie, co-founder of State & Liberty.
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